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----------------------------------------------------------------
March 1998          (Revisions April 1998 and November 2010)

Some notes on the icons....
• HOMER SCREAMING--This icon was more difficult and took more time to make, but was well worth it. It quickly became one of my all-time favorite Homer icons, with its sense of motion and emotion. There's more detail in his face than I've ever tried. I don't recall which episode this came from, since there are so many episodes in which Homer vents his anger and frustration. My 2 favorite parts of the icon is his extended tongue and his hair flying out.

• HOMER DRUNK, WITH LAMPSHADE--When I saw this picture, I knew right away that I needed to make an icon based on the picture. I remember the moment:  Marge insists on having a dinner party, saying that they hadn't entertained since their wedding. Homer gets drunk and makes a total fool of himself at the party, the last straw being his putting on the lampshade and stumbling through the living room. Barney enthusiastically supports him ("You're the king, Homer!"), but everyone (especially Marge) is mortified. Homer is passed out on the floor, and Dr. Hibbert tells her that *if* she wants her husband to live, she should turn him over.

• DON'T TREAD ON ME-MOONING BART--Remember the episode where Bart gets in trouble with the Australian government, and they want to give him the boot? Near the end, instead of presenting his derriere for the Prime Minister to boot, Bart pulls his pants down and gives them a different salute, which ends with the Simpsons fleeing the embassy in a helicopter. On Bart's butt were the words "Don't tread on me," and I've made that icon as best I could, although I couldn't make the words legible in such a small space. I realized that people might want a generic "mooning Bart" icon, so I made a second icon with the words gone. And I figured that some people might want such an irreverent folder as well (perish the thought!)....

• MATT GROENING--What can I say? This one was fun. I spent some time finessing detail on Matt's caricatured face and laughing at his sense of humor in allowing himself to be portrayed in such a manner. My only regret is that he won't ever have a copy of this icon, because I think he would enjoy it.

• INANIMATE CARBON ROD--This simple icon was a special request, and as I've been trying to enlarge my collections with icons of objects, It's from the Deep Space Homer episode, where the inanimate carbon rod became famous and was honored with a parade, instead of Homer who actually saved the day (well, okay, he saved the day after he endangered the other astronaut's lives).

• ASHLEY GRANT--From the episode where Homer and Marge go to the candy convention and Homer steals the Gummy Venus de Milo. He loses it and later discovers it clinging to the rear of the baby sitter. When he retrieves it, Ms. Grant accuses him of sexual harassment. I'm sure someone will ask me to icon a Gummy Venus de Milo next, right?

• SPRINGFIELD 5 ICON--I realized that I should have put numbers on my volume icons from the beginning. So I made individual volume icons for volumes 5, 6 and 7. Feel free to use these icons in place of the original volume icons so that you can easily identify them at a glance.
--------------------------------------------------------------
You will find all my icon volumes available for view and download at:
http://www.iconarchive/tag/simpsons
--------------------------------------------------------------
It's been many years since I've heard from anyone
concerning my icons. Will you be the first to renew contact?

Send comments, icon suggestions & Simpson pix to:
Jeanette Foshee
Website:
http://sites.google.com/site/jeanettefoshee  or
http://www.public.iastate.edu/~phoenix/
Simpsons Info site:  www.snpp.com


